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CHRONOGRAPH MEASUREMEN TS IN CHEMISTRY '[8]: IGH precision. tiIDe mea
:: H surements have recently 

enabled chemists to mea
i: 
• -- sure accurately for the first 
time the minute change in viscosity 
which occurs when a 

capillary tube with the time required 
for the same volume of pure water 
under identical conditions of tempera
ture, hydrostatic head, etc. It was 
necessary to determine a time interval 

of approximately 10 
minutes to within 0.01 pinch of salt is added 

to a quart of water. 
By so doing, they were 
able to prove experi
mentally certain new 
modifications of the 
theory of electrolytic 
diss ociat i on a n d  t o  
show that in weak 
solutions of some salts 

OTHER ARTICLES 
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second, a precision of 
one part in 60 thou
sand or 0. 002 per cent. 

A Larger Edgerton Stroh-
T h e  v i s c o m e t e r  

used, see Figure 1, was 
oscope constructed of fused 

Improving Quality in 
Broadcast Transmission 

H. H. ScoTT 

quartz and mounted 
in a water bath, ther
mostat-regulated to 
within 0.001° C. The 
liquid to be measured 
was sucked up through 
the capillary tube until 

the viscosity actually 
increases with concen
t r a t i o n  i n s t e a d  o f  
decreasing as conven
t i o n a l  t h e o ry p r e-

New Knobs and Dials 

New Specifications for 
TYPE 505 Condensers 

dicts.* 
This was done by comparing the 

time required for a given volume of 
the solution to drain through a certain 

'"Professor Grinnell Jones and Dr. Samuel Talley, 
Malinckrodt Chemical Laboratory, Harvard University, 
through whose courtesy we publish this article. See Jones 
and Talley: Jour. Amer. Chemical Society, Vol. 35, p. 624; 
Physics, Vol. 4. June, 1933. 

it more than filled the 
enlargement therein, 

so that the meniscus was above the 
upper constriction. Two beams of light 
were passed through the glass walls 
of the thermostat tank and accurately 
focused upon the two constrictions. 

As the liquid drained under gravity 
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AMPLIFIER 

UPPER 

SIPHON RECORDER 

SYNCRO- CLOCK C.ONTACTOR� 

FIGURE 1. The time 
required for liquid to 
fall from one con
striction to the other 
is a measure of it 
vi co ity. The quar tz 
r ods, photo-electric 
cell, and chronograph 
were essential elements 

10 PER 5ECO"IO - I PER Sf:CONO 
,----__....,------,,/ 

"""--+-------"....-+--..� 

WALL 
CLOCK 

RESE:ltvOIR 

back into the re ervoir, the falling 
meni cu would fir t pa the upper 
constriction; and, about 10 minutes 
later, the lower constriction. 

A branched, solid quartz rod was 
placed in the bath at approximately 
right angles to the incident light beams, 
the branched ends terminating close to 
and on a level ith the constriction 
points. The common end of thi quartz 
Y assembly was brought up from the 

urface of the thermosta bath and pre
ented to a photo-electric cell. 

Whene er the meni cus passed either 
constriction, th hange in the diffrac
tion properties of the filled and the 
empty tube caused a beam of light to 
rotate rapidly about the con triction 
point, in a horizontal plane through 
the water bath. This beam was momen
tarily picked up by the corresponding 
bran h of the rod o that a short, 
udden pulse of light, carried by inter

nal reflection in the bent quartz rod, 
was passed into the photo-electric cell. 

The General Radio TYPE 456 Duplex 

SYNC.RO- CLOCK 

110 VOLT 
GO CYCLf: 

MAIN 

in thi work 

Siphon Recorder served a the chrono
graph. This devi e contained two 
independently operated pens making 
adjacent lateral records on a trip of 
"ticker tape" advanced by a series 
motor, the speed of which could be 
adjusted at will. 

One of these pens A was energized 
by three independent means: (I) b 
either the upper or the lower transit of 
the meniscus, (2) by I-second impulses 
from an in.var 2-se ond pendulum in a 
high grade wall clock, known to be 
accurate to better than the desired 
pre i ion, and (3) by a hand key oper
ated to identify any desired second 
read on the face of the waJl clock. The 
se ond pen B of the chronograph was 
energized ten times per second by a pair 
of cam-operated contacts driven by a 
600-rpm shaft in the General Radio 
TYPE 511-S Syncro-Clock, whi h was 
energized by the 60-cycle city supply 
main. This syncro-clock would keep 
perfect time if supp1ied with a current 
of e actly 60 cycles. By means of a 
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second cam contact (60 rpm), I-second 
intervals were likewise indicated on 
this B pen record midway between two 
of the adjacent high-speed pulses. 

Shortly before the falling meniscus 
reached the upper constriction point 
(see Figure ) the operator tarted the 
paper tape at full speed and depressed 
the key momentarily to identify a 
given second on the face of -.:he wan 
clock. A few seconds after the upper 
meniscus transil: had been recorded 
by the A pen, the tape was run slowly 
and, after a 10-minute interval, as -.:he 
meniscus was seen -to approach the 
lower constriction point, the paper was 
speeded up and the same procedure 
repeated. 

The accuracy of timing did not 
depend upon the frequency of the 60-
cycle main, but upon the precision of 

FIGURE 2. The viscosity mea
suring apparatus. In the fore
ground is t:he siphon recorder, 
behind it: the syncro-clock, and, 
at "the rear, 1:he water bath 
containing the viscosimeter. 
The light source is at: the 

extreme right: 

the wall clock. The 0.1-second intervals 
supplied by the syncro-clock served 
merely to decimate the 1-second inter
val recorded by the wall clock w_ithin 
which the meniscus record occurred
In this manner, a fre uen y stability 
of the 60-cycle main of nly 1 per cent 
over a I-second interval was required. 
Likewise, a paper peed variation of 
10 per cent within 0.1 second would 
not introduce an appreciab]e error. 
Since the tape traveled at approxi
mately 12 inches per second, it was 
readily possible to interpolate to 0.01 
second between the 0.1-second mark
ings upplied by the syncro-clo k. 

Ac urate chronographic measure
ments can thus be made placing no 
reliance upon the uniform movement 
of the chronograph tape itself. This is 
a desirable feature. 
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FIGURE 3. onventional theory predict a 

decrea e in vi cosity with an increase of con

centration. The data howing increase supply 
evidence for a new modified theory 

Had the yncro-cJock been driven 
by an alternating- urrent source of 
60 cycle , or any other frequency with 
suitah1e de ign of the clock, which was 
constant at all times to the order of 
one part in one hundred thousand, it 
would not have been necessary to use 

the wall clock as a basis of time mea
surement. 

It was possible to secure measure-
ments on duplicate consecutive runs 
which were identical to within 0.01 
second for the 10-minute interval. 
While taking data, frequent runs were 
made with distilled water for reference 
values. This procedure eliminated the 
possible error due to slow variations 
in the rate of the wall clock over long 
periods of time. 

n example of the data obtained is 
indicated in Figure 3, where the 
abscissa scale represents the fractional 
part of normal concentration of pota -
sium chlorate, and the ordinate scale 
represents the measured viscosity in 
terms of distilled water. The increase 
in viscosity at low concentration above 
that of pur e  water is clearly apparent. 

-HORATIO w. LAMSO 

A LARGER EDGERTON STROBOSCOPE 

W

ITH both lamp banks of this new 
Edgerton troho ope in opera

tion� a fair- ized room can be literally 
flooded with troho copi light. Due to 
the greater brilliance of the illumina
tion pro ided, this equipment is e sen
tially useful for large s ale inspection 
operation , for the oh ervation of large 
machine , and for photography. 

The TYPE 521- Edgerton trobo

ope operates from any 115- ol t, 60-

ycle supply main and require from 

1 kw to 3. 5 kw, depending upon the 

'operating onditions. One lamp bank 

may be u d alone or the tw may be 

used imultaneou ly. Both can be 
moved around within the range of the 
long cables. 

The stroboscope may be flashed by 
a motor-driven contactor, by the 60-
cycle line, or by an oscillator, pro ided 
that ufficient voltage i available. 
About 100 volts is required at 60 cy I 
and omewhat higher voltage for th 
higher frequencies. 

rrangement can be made to take 
instantaneou flash photographs such 
as would be required for the analysi 
of non-repeating motions. 

This apparatus is repre entative of 
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The power supply and the control equipment; for t:he TYPE 521-A Edgert:on St:roboscope are 
contained in. ide the truck. The two lalllp ban.ks on t:he table top can be moved anywhere within 

range of 1:he cable at the right 

a new line of high power stroboscopes 
that General Radio has had under de
velopment for ome time. D esi gns have 
been completed for standard modifica
tions to meet pecial conditions by the 
addition of standardized accessories. 

The price o the TYPE 52 -A Edgerton 
Stroboscope with one lamp bank is 
$1200. Spec"fic performance data will 
g adly be sent on reques"t. A sta t:ement 
of the proposed operating conditions 
should, if pos ible, be in.eluded. 
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IMPROVING QUALITY IN BROADCAST TRANSMISSION 

A 

FEW weeks ago the owner of 
a fair-sized broad asting tation 

came to us with a tale of woe. For 
some reason, people didn't listen to 
his station and program. sponsor were 
becoming scarcer and scarcer. 

The studios of this particuJar station, 
although not equipped Jike those of 
some of the large metropolitan broad
casters, were modern and entirely 
adequ..ate. Acoustical treatment had 
been instal1ed and the station boasted 
of its dynam.ic and ribbon microphones. 
Its transcription equipment was the 
best. 

N everthele s, a few minutes of 
listening to this station di closed why 
it was not more popular. We were 
tempted to ask the owner if he had 
ever listened to his own transmitter. 
Certainly the program ponsor would 
not be particularly plea ed with the 
inhuman racket which the transmitter 
ground out as his program. 

A careful checkup of the transmitter 
with a General Radio modulation 
meter and di tortion-factor meter dis
do ed that, under ome condition , 
the total harmonics in the output 
exceeded 30 per cent (the upper limit 
that the distortion-factor meter will 
measure). Furthermore, the frequency
response characteristi was down ap
proximately 30 decibel at 60 y le 
and at 5000 cycles. 

Replacement of a few tubes and a 

defective transformer, together with 
readjustment of hia ing voltages in the 
m.odula tor unit, produ ed a marked 
improvement. By careful adjustment, 
the harmonic distortion was brought 
down to 5 per cent and the frequency 

characteristic was made a practically 
straight line. The total cost of the new 
tubes and transformer and of the neces
sary measuring equipment was con-

iderably less than the tation had 
previously spent in a vain effort to 
improve the quality of the trans
m1ss1on. 

The owner of this broadcasting 
station had spent large sums for 
elaborate equipment, much of whi h 
was not really necessary, and, at the 
same time, had neglected other parts 
of his transmitting etup, taking it 
more or les for granted that they were 
perfect because they were expensive. 
While well-designed transmitters do 
not easily get out of adjustment, nor
mal aging and changes in climatic 
conditions may produce shifts which 
will affect the operation ery seriously. 

Thi is particularly true of vacuum 
tubes, which frequently change their 
characteri tics as they grow older to 

uch an extent that appreciable 
amounts of harmonic distortion and 
frequency discrimination are intro
duced into the transmitting system. 
Resistor used as grid leaks, bias con
trols and voltage dividers frequently 
open up or shift with climatic changes, 
so that the adjustment is no longer 
corre t for best operating condition . 

ome audio-frequency transformer 
ores he ome saturated or lo e their 

permeability after continued u e. 
Most of the e effects take place 

s]owly and are hardly noticeable at 
first. As the sum total of distortion 
begins to increase, however, a marked 
reduction in the quality of transmi -
sion becomes apparent. By the tim.e 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram showing apparatus required for broadcast transmission measurements. (See opposite page) 
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uch distortion has become noticeable, 
it is very difficult to trace, smce 
replacing ·a single fault y  omponent 
wiU generally, in itself, not produce 
enough improvement to be readily 
detected except by sensitive measuring 
instruments. Furthermore, any attempt 
to remedy a fault by the cut-and-try 
method is necessarily uneconomical. 

The question of quality is constantly 
rece1v1ng more attention by both 
broadcast listeners and sponsors of 
commercial programs. The Be ll Tele
phone Laboratorie ' recent binaural 
transmission demonstration seems to 
have received as much favorable com
ment on the remarkable frequency and 
volume ranges covered as on the 
binaural effects obtained. 

There is no rea on why the owner of 
a small station should :not insist on as 
good quality as the owner of a large 
m ulti-kilowat transmitter.  Broad
range receiver require broad-range 
broadcasting. With 2A3 tubes and 
diode detectors, the broadcast listener 
will no longer b lame the squawks and 
rattles on his set. 

The General Radio Company manu
factures all the equipment neces ary to 
determine closely the quality of trans
mission of any broadca ting station. 
The TYPE 457-A Modulation Me er* 
and the PE 536-A Di tortion-Fa tor 
Meter,* as well as se era) styles of 
audio-frequency os i llator , have been 
used for some time by l ading broad-

a ting stations. Several of the :newer 
instrument , such as the TYPE 546-A 
Audio-Frequency Micro oltert and the 
TYPE 636- Wa e Analyzer, t are also 
e tremely valuable for this work. 
There is hardly any need to ment:io:n 
t:he TYPE 586 Power-Level Indicat:ors, * 
which are quit:e generally used by the 

radio and sound-pict:ure industries for 
checking frequency charact:eristics and 
measuring power levels. 

Two Bost:on stations having con
sistently high transmission quality are 
WNAC and W AAB, operated b the 
Shepard Broadcasting Company. These 
st:at:ions are unique in that they both 
t:ransmit simultaneously from a single 
vertical radiator. The other afternoon, 
we called up Mr. Paul . DeMars, who 
is Technical Director of the Shepard 
Broadcasting Company and who pur
chased a modulation meter and di -
tortio:n-factor meter when t:hey were 
fir t announced, several years ago. Mr. 
DeMars is quite enthusiastic in his 
praise of these inst:rume:nts. He has 
inst:itut:ed a regular t:eS'ting rout:ine for 
the transmitters so t:hat any fauhs can 
be remedied before t:hey have become 

erious. 
Said Mr. DeMar , ��Before we had 

the distor·tion-factor met:er, orrect 
lining up of a transmitter was a matter 
of anybody's opinion. ow, "\Ve et: up 
a definite st:a:ndard of op ration which 
·the equipment must meet:. 

A·t 30 per ent modulat:ion, the limit 
for harmoni distortion whi h Mr. 
DeMars ha t i 3 per cent. Thi 
means t:hat at lower percentage of 
modulation, the di tort:ion i ome-

hat less, being less than 1 per cent 
at 10 per ent modulation. By careful 
adju tment, it i pos ible t:o keep the 
distortion low even at high per en tage · 

of modulation. For in tance, at 90 per 
cent modu lation, he harmonic distor
tion is le s than 10 per cent. 

Figure 1 shows how General Radio 
mea uring equipment i connected to 
a t:ransmitter. A perfect t:ransmitter 

• ee Catalog G, G neral Radio Company. 
tGenera] Radio Experimenter, June-July, 1933. 

(Continued on page 10) 
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N EW KN OBS AND DIALS 

W

HERE controls have to be manip
ulated for long periods or where 

fine adjustment of controls has to he 
made, a l l  present types of knobs fail 

to he entirely satisfactory. To meet the 
need for an easier-to-handle knob, 
General Radio ha designed a series 
of new knobs of polished black bakelite. 

T_ype 

637-A 
637-B 

Type 

637-G 
637-J 
637-H 
637-K 

Type 

637-P 
637-R 
637-Q 
637-S 

Shaft 
Diam. 

114 in. 
3/s in. 

haft 
Diam. 

114 in. 
114 in. 

3/8 in. 
3/s in. 

Shaft 
Diam .. 

1,4 in. 
1,4 in. 

3/g in. 
3/s in. 

TYPE 637 FLUTED KNOBS 
11/s-INCH DIAMETER 

Description Code Word 

With Pointer N RLNOBANT 

With Pointer NURL OBOY 

1%-INCH DIAMETER 
Description Code Word 

With Pointer RLNOBGU 

�Tith Skirt (2 116" diameter) and Engraved Line URLNOBJIM 

With Pointer NURLNOBHAT 

With Skirt (2 1\" diam.eter) and Engraved Lin N RL OBKOP 

2%-INCH DIAMETER 
Description Code Word 

With Pointer NURLNOBPIG 

With Skirt (3" diameter) and Engra ed Line N RLNOBRAM 

With Pointer NURL OBQ o 
With kirt (3" diameter) and Engraved Line RLNOBSU� 

�37-R Y4-INCH SHAFT $0.50 
G37- S :Ya- INCH SHAFT .SO 

G37-J �-INCH SHAFT $0.40 
G�7·K %- ll'ICH 5HAFT .40 

637-P Y4-•NCH SHAFT $0.40 
G37-Q 3"8-INCH SHAFT .40 

G37-G �-INCH SHAFT $ 0.35 
G�7-H 311-INCH SHAFT .35 

G37�A >4-INCH SHA'F1' $0.zs 
637-B 3ta�tNCH SHAFT .2s 

Price 

$0.25 
.25 

Price 

$0.35 
AO 
.35 
.40 

Price 

0.40 
.50 
. 40 
.50 
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The new knobs are fluted with all 
contact edges rounded to minimize 
wear and tear on the :fingers of the 
operator; they are supplied with two 
setscrews to insure permanent setting, 
and they are available with either a 
celluloid pointer (which may be pried 
off) or with a wide Hanged skirt which 
assists in ease of handling, prevents 
the fingers from touching any "live" 
parts and materially improves the 

appearance of the associated equip
ment. The skirted knobs are provided 
with a white engraved index line. 

The present general-purpose types 
of General Radio dials are also avail
able with the new knobs. For t he 
present we will stock both styles of 
knobs and dials for the convenience 
of persons u ing equipment with t he 
old-style knob. 

TYPE 702 FRICTION-DRIVE DIALS 
TYPE 710 PLAIN DIALS 

23A-INCH DIAMETER 
haft Dial Friction-Drive Knob 

Type Diam. Arc Divisions Ratio Style Code Word Price 

702-A lf,i in. 180° 100 1:3.3 637 -J DIA CK $1.75 
710-A lf,iin. 180° 100 637-J DIA LY 1.00 

702-B lf.i in. 270° 100 1:3.3 637-J DI BOG 1.75 
710-B lf.i in. 270° 100 637-J DI BIN 1.00 

702-F 3/s in. 180° 100 1:3.3 637-K DIFAG 1.75 

702-G 3/s in. 270° 100 1:3.3 637-K DI GOD 1.75 
'710-G 3fs in. 270° 100 637-K DIG UT 1 .00 

TYPE 703 FRICTION-DRIVE· DIALS 
TYPE 717 PLAIN DIALS 

4-INCH DIAMETER 
haft Dial Friction-Drive Knob 

Type Diam. Arc Divisions Ratio Style Code Word Price 

703-A lf.i in. 180° 100 1:5 637-R DI.A.NT 2.00 
'717-A lf,i in. 180° 100 637-R DIARM 1.50 

'703-B lf.i in. 270° 200 1:5 637-R DIBUT 2.00 
717-B lf,i in. 270° 200 637-R DI BAR 1.50 

·103-F 3/s in. 180° 100 1:5 637-S DIFUN 2.00 
717-F 3/s in. 180° 100 637-S DI FIT 1.50 

·103-G 3/g in. 270° 200 :5 637-S DIGU1' 2.00 
717-G 3fs in. 270° 20 637-S DIG AR 1.50 

(Continued frorn page 8) 
would, of course, have equal percen
uge modulation on both positive and 
negative peaks for any audio-frequency 
. and any percentage modulation up to 
100 per cent. C�reful adjustment of 
:most transmitters will result in a close 
.approaoh to this condition. 

If the frequency of the audio oscil
lator is varied over the audio-frequency 
band and the input to the mixer system 
held constant, the readings of the 
illlodulation meter will give a direct 

indication of the frequency response of 
the transmitting system as a whole.* 

The distortion-factor met.er reads 
directly in total harmonic distortion . 
This, together with the modulation 

meter and suitable accessorie (see 
Figure 1), is indispensable in any 
broadcasting station desiring the best 
possible quality. 

The wave analyzer will he found 

*Thia instnrrnent has no appreciable frequency error 

up to 20,000 cycles per second. 

(Continued on page 12) 
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Both the TYPE 702 (2%;' inch) Dials and the TYPE 703 (4 inch) Dial hown above are a ailahle 
without the friction drive. (See the table on the oppo ite page) 
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NEW SPECIFICATIONS FOR TYPE 505 CONDENSERS 

T

HE TYPE 505 Condensers are a 
new line of semi - precision mica 

condensers described in the Jan.nary, 
1933, issue of the Experimenter. Since 
the publication of that article, addi
tional laboratory data and information 
gained from manufacturing experience 
have made neces ary the several speci
fication changes noted in the following 
table. 

The statement of a ma imum peak 

Adjusted to 

voltage in connection with a frequency 
means that the condenser will stand 
the alternating-current voltage whose 
peak equals the given rating, up to the 
given frequency. Above that frequency 
the allowable voltage decreases in
versely with the square root of the 
frequency. This is due to the fact that 
the power loss and, therefore, the 
allowable voltage increase with the 
square of the frequency. 

M axirnurn Voltage 
Type Capacitance Within Power Factor Voltage Frequency Price 

505-A 100 µµf 103 0.13 1200 volts 1100 kc $3.50 
505-B 200 µµ£ 53 0.13 1200 volts 550 kc 3.50 
505-E 500 µµf 23 0.05% 1200 volts 220kc 3.50 
505-F 0.001 µf 13 0.053 700 volts 320 kc 3.50 
505-G 0.002 µf 1% 0.05% 700 volts 160 kc 3.50 
505-K 0.005 µf 1% 0.05% 700 volts 64 kc 4.00 
505-L 0.01 µf 1% 0.053 350 volts 160 kc 4.50 
505-M 0.02 µf 13 0.05% 350 volts 80kc 5.50 
505-Q 0.05 µf 13 0.053 350 volt 32 kc 7.50 

(Continued from page 10) 

valuable for measuring harmonic dis
tortion at frequencies other than 400 
cycles and for measuring the amplitude 
of each individual component in the 
audio-frequen y envelope. The oscillo
graph is helpful, since the shape of a 
distorted audio wave frequently gives a 
clue to the source of distortion.. These 
instruments and the distortion-factor 
meter may, of ourse, be bridged across 
practically any audio circuit to mea
sure the distortion. in different parts of 
the system. Complete operating m
struction are supplied with each in
strument. 

A careful checkup on the oper ating 
characteristics of any transmitter wiH 
prove of great a sistance in improving 
the quality of tran.,mis ion. Without 

exact data as to the nature and cause 
of any distortion which may take place, 
attempts to remedy it are generally 
unsatisfactory. Any broadcasting sta
tion doing a reason.able amount of busi
ness should he equipped with the proper 
apparatus for maintammg a high 
quality of output. Station which can
not afford complete equipment of this 
sort would do well to engage the 
services of reliable consulting engineers 
who have the necessary equipment. 

An in.vestment in good transmission 
pays large dividends in the form of 
more and bigger commercial accounts. 
Other thin.gs being equal, the tation 
having the best quality -rran mission 
is certain to be the most highly favored 
by the listener. -H. H. ScoTT 
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